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The long time behavior of solutions to the quasi-steady approximation of the
equation of viscoelasticity with capillarity is investigated. We consider the equation
with a number of boundary conditions including such that the set of equilibria
is necessarily at least one dimensional. We prove that any solution converges to
an equilibrium point. We admit some kind of initial data with infinite energy. We
use tools based on the assumption that the nonlinear term is real analytic. © 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the problems involving phase change, the viscosity-capillarity criterion
was justified by several authors, including Truskinovsky [19], Slemrod [17]
and Abeyaratne–Knowles [1, 2]. According to this criterion the dynamics
of the system are described by
utt = div σ∇u + 1ut − δ212u;
where σF = DW F, W is a multiple well potential and 0 < δ < 1. In
the context of solid mechanics the preceding equation may be called the
equation of viscoelasticity with capillarity. It is also reasonable to consider
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its quasi-steady approximation for slow processes. That is, the effects of
inertia are neglected
0 = div σ∇u + 1ut − δ212u: 1:1
In this article we address the problem of long time behavior of (1.1) aug-
mented with initial data and boundary conditions. The main assumption is
that the nonlinear term is real analytic. Our Theorem 3.1 asserts then that
all solutions to (1.1) converge to an equilibrium point, even if the initial
conditions are quite rough. We stress that we make no assumptions on the
structure of the set of equilibria.
In order to be specific we consider here ux  ⊂ n→ , n = 2; 3, where
 = 0;ω1 × 0; L or  = 0;ω1 × 0;ω2 × 0; L;
and the boundary conditions in question are
uxn =1uxn = 0; at xn= 0; L; u is antiperiodic in x1; : : : ; xn−1: 1:2
Functions which are antiperiodic on 0;ω are periodic with period 2ω. The
antiperiodicity assumption does not seem restrictive, if one takes into ac-
count how micrographs of real microstructure look (away from martensite–
austenite interface or grain boundary), e.g., see Salje’s book [15]. On the
other hand this type of boundary condition causes the set of equilibria to
be at least one dimensional. Namely, if u is an equilibrium point of (1.1)
so is its shift u· + τei; · for any τ > 0, where ei, i = 1; : : : ; n− 1, is a vec-
tor of the standard basis in n−1. This is the main difficulty here. We stress
that our analysis is not restricted to this special boundary condition. It is
valid for other types of conditions as well. We indicate some of them for
the readers’ convenience in Section 2. Their common feature is that they
make the biharmonic operator the square of a sectorial operator.
We define the energy as
Eu =
Z


W ∇ux + δ
2
2
1ux2

dx:
Equation (1.1) smoothes out initial data, so it is not surprising that we may
admit some kind of initial data with infinite energy.
Our convergence result depends solely on analyticity of W . In particular
we do not need any information on the spectrum of the linearized oper-
ator. We point out here that in one space dimension (1.1) is nothing else
but a differentiated in space reaction–diffusion equation for ux. It is well
known that for this equation just a little smoothness of the nonlinear term is
sufficient to obtain convergence of solutions for a variety of boundary con-
ditions, see [3]. But in our case the main tool of [3] which is the maximum
principle is not available.
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The idea that analyticity forces convergence in gradient systems is not
new. Apparently, it is due to Łojasiewicz [10–12], who first proved this in
the 1960s for gradient systems in N . His approach is based on an inequality
(see (3.2) in the following text) which is valid for real analytic functions.
Later, in 1982 the idea of Łojasiewicz was adapted by L. Simon [16] for
gradient flows in L2 enabling him to prove convergence in the case of
some nonlinear parabolic equations. However, (1.1) is not a gradient flow
in L2. We notice here that it is rather a gradient flow in W −1; 2.
Thus, we have to show the Łojasiewicz inequality in the W −1; 2 setting.
We do this in Theorem 3.2.
It is appropriate to ask whether the method exposed in this article applies
to another higher order equation leading to a gradient flow in W −1; 2.
The prominent example we have in mind is the Cahn–Hilliard equation.
We expect that an argument similar to the one presented in this article
provides us with convergence of solutions. We plan to address this issue
elsewhere.
We organize the article as follows. In the next section we state the as-
sumptions on W and we state the problem. We also sketch there an ex-
istence result which is obtained with the use of the theory of analytic
semigroups. In Section 3 we state and we prove the convergence theo-
rem. It depends in a crucial way on a version of Łojasiewicz inequality in
the W −1; 2 norm. We prove this inequality in the last section.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND EXISTENCE
We present here our assumptions on the nonlinear term and some of
boundary conditions for which the subsequent analysis applies. But for the
sake of definiteness we concentrate on just one. A certain restriction is that
we consider only such boundary conditions which make the biharmonic
operator the square of a sectorial one. The arguments are organized in a
such a way that they require minor or no changes when adapting to other
boundary conditions from our catalogue. We assume that the number of
space dimensions is 2 or 3.
The existence result for (1.1) is obtained via the theory of analytic semi-
groups as exposed in Henry’s book [9] (with the changes made in the Rus-
sian translation). Because we use a well-known tool we only sketch the
argument asking the interested reader to provide the missing details.
Here are our assumptions:
W x n→ ; n = 2; 3; and W is real analytic. H1
This is the basic assumption for the proof of convergence. The next one is
W ξ ≥ 0; for all ξ ∈ n: H2
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In particular we make no assumptions on the set of minima of W , it might
be a curve (or surface) as well as a discrete set of points. But we need
There exist r ∈ , r ≥ 2, K > 0, such that DiW ξ ≤
Kξr−i + 1 for all ξ ∈ n, i = 0; 1; 2; 3, where  ·  is the
Euclidean norm in n.
H3
We impose antiperiodic boundary conditions, i.e.,
∂iu
∂xi1
ω;x2 = −
∂iu
∂xi1
0; x2; for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k; n = 2y
∂iu
∂xi1
ω;x2; x3 = −
∂iu
∂xi1
0; x2; x3;
∂iu
∂xi2
x1;ω; x3 = −
∂iu
∂xi2
x1; 0; x3; for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k; n = 3:
B1:1
We take here k = 4. Apart from this we assume
uxn = 1uxn = 0 at xn = 0; and xn = L: B1:2
We note that any function in Ck (resp., W k+1; p) satisfying the
antiperiodicity condition may be extended to Ckn−1 × 0; L (resp.
W
k+1; p
loc n−1 × 0; L. We first extend u to  × 0;ω2 × 0; L by
formula,
ux1 +mω1; x2; x3 = −1mux1; x2; x3; for x1 ∈ 0;ω1; m ∈ :
Subsequently, by a similar formula we extend u to 2 × 0; L. Later on
we shall not make any distinction between u and its extension.
We observe that the antiperiodicity determines the average of u for u ∈
W 1; p, because we haveZ

ux1; : : : ; xndx1 · · ·dxn =
Z


ω
2
− x1

ux1x1; : : : ; xndx1 · · ·dxn:
2:1
It turns out that antiperiodicity requires that we assume in addition,
W −ξ = W ξ; for all ξ ∈ 2: H4
This condition implies that solutions to (1.1) remain solutions to (1.1)
after a shift in xi, i = 1; : : : ; n− 1. Without loss of generality we can take
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i = 1. If we set y = x1 + τ −ω1, then we have
1utx1 + τ; : : : ; xn
= 1utω1 + y; : : : ; xn = −1uty; : : : ; xn
= div σ∇uy; : : : ; xn − δ212uy; : : : ; xn
= − div σ−∇uy; : : : ; xn − δ212uy; : : : ; xn
= − div σ∇uω1 + y; : : : ; xn + δ212uω1 + y; : : : ; xn
= − div σ∇ux1 + τ; : : : ; xn + δ212ux1 + τ; : : : ; xn:
The final condition is
∂W
∂ξ2
ξ1; 0 = 0; if n = 2 or
∂W
∂ξ3
ξ1; ξ2; 0 = 0; if n = 3: H5
This is necessary to ensure that the energy identity holds (see (2.2)). An
example of W satisfying (H1)–(H5) is W ξ1; ξ2 = 14ξ21 − 12 + 12ξ22.
Let us note one of the important consequences of our choice of boundary
conditions. We have
Lemma 2.1. Let us set Xp = Lp and Ax DA ⊂ Xp → Xp is given
by Au = −1u, where
DA= u∈W 2; px ux2 = 0 at x2= 0; L; and (B1.1) holds for k= 1}:
Then for all p ∈ 2;∞, A is sectorial on Xp. Moreover, if p = 2, then A is
self-adjoint and positive definite,
min spectrumA ≥ λ > 0:
The proof is not difficult (it follows basically the lines of [9, Section 1.6])
and it is left to the reader.
We list here a number of other boundary conditions which render −1
a sectorial operator. For any of them listed here our analysis is valid with
only minor changes.
(B2.a) ux 0; 1n → , and u is periodic in each variable, n = 2; 3,R
 udx = 0 ((H4) and (H5) are not necessary);
(B2.b) ux 0; 12 → , and u is periodic in the first variable, satisfies
(B1.2) and
R
 udx = 0 ((H4) is not necessary);
(B3) ux 0; 1n → , n = 2; 3, and u is periodic (respectively, an-
tiperiodic) in the first variable(s), and u = 0 = 1u at xn = 0, xn = 1.
Conditions (H4) and (H5) (respectively, (H5)) are not necessary.
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(B4)  ⊂ n is a bounded region, n = 2; 3, ∂ is smooth. For
x ∈ ∂, u satisfies
u = 0 = 1u (respectively, ∂u
∂ν
= 0 = ∂1u
∂ν
; and
Z

udx = 0;
where ν is the outer normal to ∂). Conditions (H4) and (H5) (respectively,
(H5)) are not necessary.
Before stating the existence results let us note that the fractional powers of
A are well defined and so are Xαp, the fractional powers of Xp. In particular
we have
Lemma 2.2. We have
X
1/2
2 = W 1; 2ap  x=

u ∈ W 1; 2x u satisfies (B1.1) with k = 0};
X
3/2
2 = W 3; 2 ∩DA:
Proof. We observe that
A1/2u2L2 =
Z

∇u2xdx;
hence the norms  · X1/22 and  · W 1; 2 are equivalent. It is then not diffi-
cult to check that indeed DA1/2 = W 1; 2ap . We leave the details to the
reader. The second part follows from the first one and the observation,
u ∈ DA3/2 ⇔ Au ∈ DA1/2:
We are interested in classical solutions of
0 = div σ∇u + 1ut − δ212u; in 0;+∞ ×;
ux2 = 1ux2 = 0 at x2 = 0; L; and u satisfies (B1.1) for k = 4,
u0; x = u0x:
P
Here is an existence result for P.
Proposition 2.3. Let us assume that W is smooth and it satisfies (H2)–
(H5), n = 2; 3; p > n, r ≥ 2, 1 + n/n − 2 ≥ r (i.e., if n = 2 there is no
additional assumption), u0 ∈ Xαp, where the exponent α satisfies one of the
following conditions
(a) α ∈  12 ; 1 if r ≥ 2 and p ≥ 2r − 1;
(b) α ∈  12 + 1/p− 1/2r − 1; 1 if r ≥ 3 and p < 2r − 1.
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Then there exists a unique global in time solution u to P, such that for all
q, ∞ > q > p, and for any η ∈ 0; 12  we have
u ∈ C0;∞yXαp ∩ C0;∞yX2+ηq ;
ut ∈ C0;∞yX1+ηq :
In particular, for t > 0, u is a classical solution. Moreover, for any  > 0 the
energy identity holds
Eut +
Z t

Z

∇ut 2 dxdt = Eu; 2:2
and for t ≥ 1,
utX2+ηq ≤ K: 2:3
Proof. The proof is carried out in a few steps. We present only a sketch
while asking the reader to provide missing calculations.
(1) Because we look for classical solutions and because A is sectorial
we note that P is equivalent to
ut + δ2Au = Hu; u0 = u0; 2:4
where Hu = −1−1 div σ∇u.
We now claim that our assumptions on p, r, and α guarantee that the
mapping,
Xαp 3 u→ Hu ∈ Lp
is locally Lipschitz continuous, i.e.,
Hu1 −Hu2Lp ≤ Cu1; u2; σ;pu1 − u2Xα 2:5
holds. Simple calculations which use the embedding theorem [9, Theorem
1.6.1] lead to this result. An application of [9, Theorem 3.3.3] enables us
to conclude the existence of a unique solution to (2.4) on a time interval
0; T , such that
u ∈ C10; T ; Lp ∩ C0; T ;Xα ∩ C0; T ;DA:
(2) We now exploit the consequences of u ∈ DA, for  > 0. We
recall the variation of constants formula,
ut = e−δ2Atu +
Z t

e−δ
2At−sHusds: 2:6
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Because us ∈ DA for s > 0 and because H maps W k;p into itself
(for k ≥ 2 and p > n) we can apply A1+γ, γ < 1 to both sides of the
foregoing equation,
A1+γut = Aγe−δ2AtAu +
Z t

Aγe−δ
2At−sAHusds:
This in conjunction with [9, Theorem 1.4.3] implies that
u ∈ C2; T ;X1+γp :
(3) By [9, Theorem 1.6.1] we have X1+γp ⊂ W 3; p, provided that
γ > 12 . We may apply the argument as in (2) one more time. Due to the
fact that  > 0 is arbitrary we conclude that
u ∈ C0; T ;X2+γp ; γ < 1:
(4) We may differentiate (2.6) with respect to time. Application of
argument as in (2) to the resulting identity provides us with
ut ∈ C0; T ;X1+ηp ; η < 12 :
Hence, by the embedding theorem [9, Theorem 1.6.1] u is a classical solu-
tion of P.
(5) We now prove the energy identity. Let us fix  > 0, then Eut
is a differentiable function on ; T . We check that
d
dt

Eut +
Z t

Z

∇ut 2 dxdt

=
Z

σ∇u · ∇ut + δ21u1ut + ∇ut 2dx
=
Z

ut− div σ∇u + δ212u− 1utdx+
Z
∂
utσ∇u · ν dS = 0;
where ν is the outer normal to the boundary of . Because of (H4) and
antiperiodicity of u the product σ∇uut is periodic, so the integral over
one part of the boundary drops out. On the remaining part (i.e., for xn =
0; L) we use (B1.2) and (H5) to conclude that the boundary integral is zero.
Thus, the time derivative of Eut + R t R ∇ut 2 dxdt vanishes and (2.2)
holds.
(6) We prove (2.3). By energy estimate (2.2) we have an estimate for
1utL2, t ∈ ; T  and hence for utW 2; 2 which depends only
on u (for some fixed , say  = 1). We note ∇ut ∈ L2∗, where
2∗ = 2n/n − 2 (if n = 2, then ∇ut ∈ Lp for any finite p). Because
1 + n/n − 2 ≥ r, then σ∇ut ∈ L2 and σ∇utL2 depends
only on u. Hence we obtain Hut ∈ W 1; 2. Lemma (2.2) implies
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that A1/2Hut ∈ L2. We may thus repeat the reasoning as in (2) and
we conclude that
utX1/2+γ2 ≤ C; for t ≥ ; γ < 1:
We notice that Xη2 ⊂ Lq for 2 < q <  12 − 2η/n−1, η < 12 . Thus we have
u ∈ C; T ;X1q and maxt∈; T  uX1q depends only on uW 2; 2. Re-
peating this procedure a number of times we come to the desired conclu-
sion,
utX2+ηq ≤ K; for t ∈ ; T ; η < 12 and any q <∞:
(7) We have to show that our solutions are defined globally. By (2.3)
and (2.5) one can check that bounded closed sets of Xαp are mapped into
bounded sets of Xp. Hence, [9, Theorem 3.3.4] applies and because of the
bound (2.3) the solution is defined globally in time.
Let us also note that the smoothness of initial conditions required by the
earlier proposition, i.e., α < 1 is not sufficient to guarantee that Eu0 is
finite.
3. CONVERGENCE TO EQUILIBRIUM
We state and prove here our convergence result. We do this without
any assumptions on the set of equilibria. That is why we resort to general
tools. We exploit here analyticity of W in a similar way as L. Simon did in
his study of convergence of solutions to second-order parabolic equations.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Let us suppose that p, r, and u0 satisfy the hypotheses of
Proposition 2.3, W fulfills (H1)–(H5). Then u the unique solution of P
converges in the topology of C4; µ, for some µ ∈ 0; 1 to an equilibrium
of P, moreover ut converges to zero in C2; µ.
To be precise, by real analyticity of W we mean that for any u ∈ C4; µ,
W satisfies
W ∇ux + ξ =
∞X
k=0
akxξk; 3:1
uniformly in x ∈  for sufficiently small ξ ∈ n, i.e., ξ < βu, βu > 0.
We note that this enables us to make sense of W ∇u + ∇v for complex
valued v.
It is interesting to compare our result to those available for the closely re-
lated equations. We specifically mean here viscoelasticity and viscoelasticity
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with capillarity. Let us look at the former one,
utt = div σ∇u + 1ut − δ212u:
If we augment this equation with boundary conditions like (B4), then we do
not know the structure of the set of equilibria. Under certain assumptions
this set may be finite (this is the case in one space dimension) and if it is so,
then the convergence problem ceases to be interesting. On the other hand
if we consider viscoelasticity with capillarity subject to a boundary condition
like (B1.1-2), then the problem of convergence is open, but we believe that
convergence holds.
The situation changes dramatically when we set δ = 0 in the previous
equation, i.e., when we study equation of viscoelasticity,
utt = div σ∇u + 1ut;
with either homogeneous Dirichlet or no-traction boundary conditions. A
part of the problem is the equation,
0 = div σ∇u
may have a very large set of solutions, (cf. [4]). Nonetheless in one space
dimension Pego [14] showed that any solution converges to an equilibrium.
Later his result was improved in [5]. If the number of space dimensions
exceeds 1, then no convergence result is known to the authors. The nu-
merical experiments of [18] and [6] suggest that solution may converge to
equilibrium.
Let us now explain the idea behind our argument. It was known essen-
tially to Łojasiewicz in the 1960s (see [10], also [12] and references therein)
that if F is a real analytic function of several variables in a neighborhood
of 0, such that ∇F0 = 0, then
∇FξX ≥ Fξ − F01−θ; ξY < β0 3:2
holds for some θ ∈ 0; 12 , 0 < β0, where X = Y = N , N ≥ 1. It was
also known to him that this inequality implies convergence to equilibrium
of solutions to gradient system x′ = −∇Fx, (e.g., see Section 4 of [11]
and Section IV.9 of [12]). L. Simon showed that (3.2) holds also for X =
L2, Y = C2; µ, µ > 0. He subsequently applied this inequality to
gradient flows on L2 yielding convergence for a class of nonlinear parabolic
equations, see [16]. We indicate here that P is rather a gradient flow in
W −1; 2. In order to prove that analyticity implies convergence, we show
an analogue of (3.2) for X = W −1; 2 and Y = C4; µ, µ > 0. Let us
define
Ev = Ev + u;
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where vC4; µ < βu; and u is a critical point of E. It is easy to observe
that this expression is well defined because critical points of E are smooth
(say C4; µ) because they are solutions to P which smoothes out the
data. We may prove
Theorem 3.2. Let us suppose that W is real analytic, i.e., it satisfies (3.1),
u is a critical point of the energy E; βu > 0, E are as in the previous text. If
we set
v2A =
Z

vA−1v dx; ≡ A−1/2v2L2;
for v ∈ L2, then there exist β0u < βu, θu ∈ 0; 12  such that
∇EvA ≥ Ev − E01−θu
holds for vC4; µ < β0u.
The method of proof of this theorem is similar to that given in [16].
However, the norm  · A is less convenient to deal with than the L2 one.
We give a proof of this theorem in the next section. Now, we show Theorem
3.1. The idea is modeled on Simon’s stability lemma (see Section 3 in [16]).
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 the set utx t ≥ 1 is bounded in X2+η′q for
any q > n, η′ ∈ 0; 12 . Let us take η, η < η′ such that 2η− n/q > 0, (this is
possible because q > n). Because the embedding X2+η
′
q ⊂ X2+ηq is compact
for η < η′ (see [9, Theorem 1.4.8]) it follows that the set utx t ≥ 1 is
precompact in X2+ηq . Thus existence of a connected compact ω-limit set
follows from the basic theory of dynamical systems (e.g., see [9, Theorem
4.3.3] or [8, Theorem 3.8.2]). We also know that
dist ut;ωu0 → 0; 3:3
in the norm of X2+ηq . By [9, Theorem 1.6.1], X
2+η
q ⊂ C4; µ, where 0 <
µ < 2η − n/q. It follows that the convergence in (3.3) takes place also in
the C4; µ norm.
We note that because Eu is a Liapunov function of the system, then
ωu0 must be a subset of the set of equilibria. Let us notice that
Eωu0 = e0 = const.
For, if it were otherwise, then we would have wi ∈ ωu0, i = 1; 2 and say
Ew1 > Ew2. By definition of ωu0 there exist tin∞n=1, i = 1; 2 and
such that t1n < t
2
n for all n ∈  and
Eut1n > Ew1 > Eut2n > Ew2;
Eutin → Ewi; i = 1; 2;
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which is impossible. Let us set for x ∈ ωu0,
Exv = Ex+ v;
where v is such that vC4; µ < βx. By Theorem 3.2 for each x ∈ ωu0
there exist β0x ≤ βu; θx ∈ 0; 12  such that
∇ExvA ≥ Ev − E01−θx; 3:4
for v in the ball BC4; µ0; β0x. The balls BC4; µx;β0xx∈ωu0
form a covering of ωu0. By compactness of ωu0 we may choose a finite
covering, say
U =
m[
j=1
BC4; µxj; β0xj ⊃ ωu0:
Because
dist C4; µut;ωu0 → 0;
there exists t0 > 0 such that for all t > t0, ut ∈ U. One can also find an
increasing sequence tk, t1 > t0 such that for t ∈ tk; tk+1 we have ut ∈
BC4; µxjk; β0xjk for some jk ∈ 1; : : : ;m. Let us set v = u− xj , then
v is a solution to
1vt = − div σ∇v + ∇xj + δ212v + xj;
on tk; tk+1. We calculate the derivative of Exjk along the trajectory,
− d
dt
Exjk
vt = −
Z

∇Exjk vvt dx =
Z

∇Exjk vA
−1∇Exjk v
= ∇Ejkv2A = ∇EjkvA1vtA > 0:
We now take θ = minθx1; : : : ; θxm and we calculate using Theo-
rem 3.2,
− d
dt
Ejkvt − Ejk0θ = −θEjkvt − Ejk0θ−1
d
dt
Ejkvt
= θEjkvt − Ejk0θ−1∇EjkvA1vtA
≥ θ1vtA = θA1/2vtL2:
We integrate this inequality from tk to tk+1 in order to concludeZ tk+1
tk
A1/2vtAtdt
≤ θ−1Ejkvtk − Ejk0θ − Ejkvtk+1 − Ejk0θ:
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Finally, in addition,Z +∞
t1
A1/2utL2 ds =
∞X
k=1
Z tk+1
tk
A1/2vtL2 ds
≤ 1
θ
∞X
k=1
Ejkvtk − e0θ − Ejkvtk+1 − e0θ
= 1
θ
Eut1 − e0θ:
Thus,
A1/2us−A1/2utL2 ≤
Z t
s
A1/2uts1L2 ds1≤
1
θ
Eus− e0θ;
and the limit
lim
t→∞ut = w
exists in W 1; 2. Because the limit is unique and the convergence to points
in ωu0 is in the norm of C4; µ we infer that
ωu0 = w;
where w is an equilibrium point. Because ut → w in C4; µ, then
− div σ∇ut + δ212ut → 0 in C0; µ, hence 1ut → 0 in C0; µ.
We conclude that ut → 0 in C2; µ.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2
From now on u is a fixed critical point of E. In order to simplify the
notation we write
Mv = ∇Ev ≡ − div σ∇u+ ∇v + δ212u+ v;
Lvh = DMvh ≡ − divDσ∇u+ ∇v∇h + δ212h; L = L0:
It is an abuse of notation, but nonetheless we write W −1; 2 for the set
of all L2 functions equipped with the norm vW −1; 2 = vA. In this
section we denote by (·, ·) the inner product in L2, and
u; v =
Z

∇u · ∇v dx;
which is the inner product in W 1; 2ap .
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The proof of the theorem exploits the following observation
Lemma 4.1. Let us consider the generalized eigenvalue problem,
Lh = −λ1h: 4:1
Then,
(a) the eigenfunction of (4.1) span W 1; 2ap ;
(b) there exist subspaces of W 1; 2ap , H+, H0, H−, dim H0 < ∞;
dim H− < ∞, they are mutually orthogonal in W 1; 2ap , and there exist 3+,
3−, 3− > 0 such that
Lh;h ≥ 3+∇h2L2; ∀h ∈ H+; 4:2
Lh = 0; ∀h ∈ H0;
−3−∇h2L2 ≤ Lh;h ≤ −3−∇h2L2; ∀h ∈ H−: 4:3
Proof. Let us suppose that v is a solution of (4.1), we define w = A1/2v.
We notice that w satisfies
−A−1/2 divDσ∇u∇A−1/2w + δ2Aw = λw: 4:4
It is now easy to check that −A−1/2 divDσ∇u∇A−1/2w =x Sw is a con-
tinuous, self-adjoint operator in L2. Hence, S + δ2A+ µI is invertible
for some µ > 0 and the inverse is compact, because the resolvent operator
of A is compact. Thus, problem (4.4) is equivalent to
λ− µ−1w = S + δ2A+ µI−1w:
By the Hilbert–Schmidt theorem the eigenvectors of this problem span
L2, the eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity, and they are real because
S + δ2A+ µI is self-adjoint.
By Lemma 2.2 the spaces X1/22 and W
1; 2
ap  coincide. Thus, if wi∞i=1 is
the full set of eigenvectors of S + δ2A, then vi = A−1/2wi span W 1; 2ap .
Let us also note that A1/2 is an isometry,
w1; w2 = A1/2v1;A1/2v2 = Av1; v2 = v1; v2: 4:5
We define the subspaces H±; 0 ⊂ W 1; 2ap ,
H0 = A−1/2ker S + δ2Ay
H− = A−1/2span wx w is an eigenvector with negative eigenvalue};
H+ = A−1/2span wx w is an eigenvector with positive eigenvalue}:
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Because of (4.5) those spaces are mutually orthogonal in W 1; 2ap .
Of course dim H0; dim H− < ∞ and (4.2) and (4.3) hold. Thus we may
write
H0 = span ψ01; : : : ; ψ0N0}; H− = span ψ−1 ; : : : ; ψ−N−};
where
ψ0i ; ψ0j  = δji = ψ−i ; ψ−j ;
and δji is Kronecker’s delta.
The space H0 plays an important role, on the other hand H− is kind
of a nuisance. We define four maps 50;5−;5+;50⊥x L2 → L2 as
follows,
50v = −
N0X
i=1
1ψ0i ; vψ0i ;
5−v = −
N−X
i=1
1ψ−i ; vψ−i :
However, as a matter of fact 50 and 5− are orthogonal projections in
W
1; 2
ap  which we have extended to L2 due to smoothness of eigenval-
ues. They are projections in L2 too, but they are no longer orthogonal.
Finally, we set
5+ = I −5− −50; and 50⊥ = I −50:
We may now phrase out the problem of solvability of
Lw = f 4:6
in the following way.
Lemma 4.2. Let us assume that f ∈ C0; µ ∩ 50⊥L2, 0 < µ <
1. Then there exists a unique solution to (4.6), such that w ∈ C4; µ ∩
50⊥L2 and the following estimates hold:
(a) wW k+4; 2 ≤ CfW k; 2, k ≥ 0;
(b) wC4; µ ≤ CfC0; µ;
(c) 1wA ≤ CfA.
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Proof. It is not difficult to show existence of a unique weak solution
to Lw = f using, say, variational methods. Subsequently, we can show the
desired smoothness and estimates in (a) and (b) using standard methods,
see, e.g., [7].
We now show estimate (c). We multiply Lw = f by 5+w and we integrate
over . Thus,
Lw;5+w = f;5+w:
Because w ∈ Rg50⊥, we have w = 5+w + 5−w. Due to Lemma 4.1 we
know
L5−w =
N−X
i=1
λiαi1ψ
−
i ;
for some αi, i = 1; : : : ;N−. So, by definition of H±,
L5−w;5+w =
N0X
i=1
λiαi1ψ−i ; 5+w = −
N0X
i=1
λiαiψ−i ; 5+w = 0:
In virtue of (4.2) we obtain
5+∗f;w = L5+w;5+w ≥ 3+∇5+w2L2;
where 5+∗ is the adjoint operator to 5+ (in L2).
By a similar argument using the fact that L is self-adjoint we arrive at
5−∗f;w = L5−w;5−w ≥ 3−∇5−w2L2:
Thus we obtained
min3−; 3+∇w2L2 ≤ 2 min3−; 3+
(∇5+w2L2 + ∇5−w2L2
≤ 25+∗f;w + 5−∗f;w:
On the other hand,
5+∗f;w = A−1/25+∗f;A1/2w ≤ 5+∗fAAwA;
and similarly,
5−∗f;w ≤ 5−∗fAAwA:
It is easy to check that orthonormality of ψ0;−i  in W 1; 2ap  yields,
5−∗fA ≤ N1/2− fA; and 5+∗fA ≤ 1+ 3N0 + 3N−1/2fA:
Because of Lemma 2.2 we have 1wA ≤ C∇wL2, estimate (c)
follows.
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Let us now define Lvx C4; µ → C0; µ by the formula,
Lvw = 50w + Lvw; ≡ 50w +50⊥Lvw:
The preceding lemma implies that L0 is 1-1 and onto. Let us also set
N x C4; µ ∩ vC4 < β → C0; µ,
N v = 50v +Mv:
Because of the analyticity assumption (3.1) this formula may be extended
to a neighborhood of zero in
C4; µ x= C4; µ ⊗ ;
where C4; µ is identified with C4; µ ⊗ 1. Moreover N is differentiable
at 0 and L0 is its derivative,
DN 0 = L0:
Because L0 is 1-1 and onto, then by the implicit function theorem (e.g.,
see [13, Section 2.7]) there exist neighborhoods of 0, W1 ⊂ C4; µ,
W2 ⊂ C0; µ and holomorphic 9 having holomorphic inverse such that
9x W2 → W1 is onto and
N 9f  = f; f ∈ W2;
9N v = v; v ∈ W1:
4:7
Moreover, 9C0; µ ∩W2 = C4; µ ∩W1 and
9f  −9gC4; µ ≤ Cf − gC0; µ; f; g ∈ W2:
It also follows that Lv is 1-1 and onto.
Because 9 is holomorphic, then the function defined by
Fξ = E

9
 N0X
i=1
ξiψ
0
i

4:8
is real analytic for small ξ, such that PN0i=1 ξiψ0i ∈ W2. We can apply the
inequality of Łojasiewicz to F (see [10] or [12, Section IV.9]), yielding
∇Fξ ≥ Fξ − F01−θ; 4:9
for ξ < β0u, but deducing from this the estimate for E in the indicated
norm requires some extra work. The crucial elements are the estimates
given in the following text.
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Lemma 4.3. There exists β1u ∈ 0; βu such that if vC4; µ <
β1u and f ′ ∈ L2 ∩ W −1; 2, then the unique solution w ∈ W 3; 2
of the equation,
Lvw = f ′
satisfies
wW 3; 2 ≤ Cf ′A;
where C = Cσ;β;:
Proof. Let us consider first v= 0. By Lemma 4.2(c) we have wW 2; 2 ≤
Cf ′A. Because f ′ ∈ L2 ∩ W −1; 2 it may be written uniquely as
1f = f ′ where f ∈ DA. Taking the inner product in L2 with f and
integration by parts lead us to
−A1/2f2 = A1/2f;A−1/2f ′:
Now, by the Schwarz inequality we obtain
fX1/22 ≤ f
′A:
Hence, equation L0w = f ′ reduces to
δ21w = f + 1−1 divDσ∇u+ ∇v∇w;
and the right-hand side belongs to W 1; 2. Moreover, the previous in-
equality and Lemma 4.2(c) imply that the W 1; 2 norm of the right-hand
side of the earlier equation depends only on f ′A (and of course on σ ,
uC4; µ). Thus, by standard elliptic regularity theory,
wW 3; 2 ≤ Cf + 1−1 divDσ∇u+ ∇v∇wW 1; 2 ≤ C ′f ′A:
The lemma is proved for v = 0.
It is clear that each Lvx W 3; 2 → W −1; 2 is a continuous opera-
tor. Moreover, the map v 7→ Lv is continuous. We just proved that the
inverse of L0 exists and it is bounded. We can establish existence of a
bounded inverse of Lv (for sufficiently small v) using Neumann series,
Lv−1 = L0−1
∞X
k=0
−1kLv −L0L0−1k:
The series converges if Lv − L0L0−1 < 1, this condition is
true provided that vC4; µ < β1u ≤ β0u, and β1u is sufficiently
small.
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We gathered all the necessary tools. We show first that for v, such that
50v =PN0i=1 ξiψ0i ∈ W2 we have
∇Fξ ≤ CMvA; 4:10
where the constant depends only on β and σ .
We note
∇Fξ2 =
N0X
i=1

∂F
∂ξi
ξ
2
=
N0X
j=1
Z

M950vD9
N0X
i=1
ξiψ
0
i ψjdx
2
=
N0X
j=1
Z

A−1/2M950vA1/2D950vψjdx
2
≤ C2M950v2A;
where C = Cσ;β;N0. Now, by the triangle inequality we infer
M950vA ≤ MvA + M950v −MvA:
But by (4.7) v = 950v +Mv, and continuity of Lv as an operator
from W 3; 2 to W −1; 2, we have
Mv −M950vA
=
∥∥∥∥Z 10 Lsv + 1− s950v950v +Mv −950v
∥∥∥∥
A
≤ max
s
A−1/2Lsv+1− s950v950v+Mv−950vL2
≤C950v +Mv −950vW 3; 2
=C
∥∥∥∥Z 10 D950v + sMvMvds
∥∥∥∥
W 3; 2
:
Finally, employing D9w = L−19w and Lemma 4.3 we conclude
Mv −M950vA ≤ CMvA;
hence (4.10) follows.
We have to estimate the difference E950v − Ev. By Taylor’s ex-
pansion we have
E950v − Ev =
Z

Mv950v − vdx
+
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
D2Ev + st950v950v − v2s ds dt
= a1 + a2:
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We estimate each of the terms ai, i = 1; 2 separately using v = 950v +
Mv. Hence,
a1 ≤
Z

A−1/2MvA1/2950v −950v +Mvdx
≤ MvAA1/2
Z 1
0
D950v + 1− sMvMvL2:
Due to Lemma 4.3 we infer
A1/2D950v + 1− sMvMvL2 ≤ CMvA;
and
a1 ≤ CMv2A: 4:11
Now, we are dealing with a2. Let us denote v + st950v by v˜ and tv +
1− t950v by w˜. We then have,
D2Ev˜v−950v2 = D2Ev˜
Z 1
0
D9w˜Mvdt
2
=
Z


Dσ∇u+∇v˜

∇
Z 1
0
D9w˜Mv

dt
2
+ δ21
Z 1
0
D9w˜dtMv2

dx;
where wt = tv + 1 − t950v. It is clear that it is sufficient to estimate
the last term. By Lemma 4.3 we have
D9w˜MvW 3; 2 ≤ CMvA;
so
AD9w˜MvL2 ≤ CMvA;
implying a2 ≤ cMv2A. This inequality combined with (4.11) yields
Ev − E950v ≤ CMv2A: 4:12
Finally we use the Łojasiewicz inequality (4.9) with F defined by (4.8). We
note that we can always assume that β0u < β1u. Thus by
CMvA ≥ ∇Fξ ≥ Fξ − F01−θ
′u
= Fξ − Ev + Ev − E01−θ′u
≥ 12 Ev − E01−θ
′u − c1Mv21−θ
′u
A :
Hence,
MvA
(
2C + 2c1Mv21/2−θ
′u
A
 ≥ Ev − E01−θ′u;
for vC4; µ < β0u. After we choose an appropriate θu < θ′u and
after we take smaller β0u our theorem follows.
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